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a b s t r a c t 

Wireless Network-on-Chip (WNoC) architectures are introduced to improve performance 

by reducing the core-to-core communication latency. Conventional WNoCs broadcast mes- 

sages that increase bandwidth-traffic, communication delay, and power consumption. Stud- 

ies show that directory-based architectures have potential to address message broadcasting 

and improve performance. This work proposes a novel WNoC architecture with distributed 

directories (WNoC-DDs) that supports wireless communications to enhance faster execu- 

tion by reducing latency. VisualSim software package is used to model and simulate the 

proposed WNoC-DDs, a WNoC with centralized directory (WNoC-CD), and a traditional 2D 

mesh by processing different communication scenarios. The proposed architecture helps 

reduce the total hop count and unwanted broadcasting among nodes in a WNoC-DDs. Ex- 

perimental results show that the proposed WNoC-DDs reduces communication delay up 

to 20.54% and 5.40%, respectively, when compared to mesh and WNoC-CD. Similarly, the 

proposed WNoC-DDs reduces power consumption up to 73.56% and 19.97%, respectively, 

when compared to mesh and WNoC-CD. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The dominant technology such as Network-on-Chip (NoC) is becoming trendy and can solve performance limitations

of traditional wired interconnects and productive for System-on-Chip (SoC) architectures. Recent studies indicate that lot

of products, such as, processors, cell phones, memory subsystems and many other embedded products are integrated on

a single chip and interconnected by NoC [1–3] . The design of multicore systems makes easy to solve complex jobs by

working concurrently in parallel with improved execution speed and reduced power consumption [4,5] . Multithreading is a

process in which a central processing unit (CPU) can execute several number of threads simultaneously. Memory-balanced

scheduling is a thread scheduling approach that improves the performance by balancing memory access requirements but

at the cost of interconnects width and bandwidth [6] . However, the programming for large scale multicore architecture is

always challenging [7] . The functionality of multicore can be outstanding when the cache coherence is reduced, and it could

be less in private memory multicore architectures but are expensive. The shared memory plays a trade-off approach of cost

and cache coherence problem. Snooping protocols address coherence issues but are limited to small core counts, whereas
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directory protocols are good for large cores. Recent studies indicate that the snoopy protocols can be extended to 36-core

but the power and area are the major drawbacks [8] . The performance and efficiency of communication among cores can

be achieved with the implementation of additional parallelism and multithreading. 

Multicore designs should assure less chip area, reduced communication latency and reduced power consumption thereby,

providing better communication among cores on the chip. NoC architecture, is a technology proposed to overcome the prob-

lem of large communication delay among cores in a multicore architecture. Multiple interconnects are proposed to address

latency and power issues such as concentrated-sparse mesh [9] , millimeter wave wireless interconnects [10] , crossbar on-

chip interconnects [11] . The primary purpose of those interconnects is to overcome power and latency issues. But the designs

are still tough to address performance issues within low cost and scalability. However, with the constraints and limitations

of multicore designs, the development of efficient NoC grabbed an outstanding attraction. 

The routing paths for efficient communication among cores are different and follow adaptive or non-adaptive algorithms

in multicore architectures. In traditional mesh multicasting, the popular non-adaptive technique is XY routing algorithm [12] .

Wireless Network-on-Chip with centralized directory (WNoC-CD) architecture [13] uses an adaptive XY routing algorithm to

decide the path between nodes [14] . Also, WNoC-CD uses the buffer management to improve the performance by taking

care of queuing delays without affecting the throughput rate [15] . The topology of a multicore architecture on chip plays

a predominant role in the communication delay. The introduction of directory in multicore architectures, can improve the

performance like faster execution and overcome the cache coherence problems [16–18] . However, the centralized directory

lacks its performance and slows connections for several reasons such as insufficient bandwidth, increase in network size,

and heavy traffic [19] . 

The existing interconnection technologies such as RF-I and UWB have speed, bandwidth, area, RC (Resistor Capacitor)

wired interconnect, and power issues. The proposed distributed directories are Stanford Directory Architecture for Shared

(DASH) memory that addresses several issues such as speed problem, bandwidth, traffic, area, power consumption and data

sync. In detail, speed problem can be reduced by using XY routing algorithm, bandwidth as well as traffic issues reduced

by distributed directories mechanism, area can be narrowed by reducing RC interconnects, and the power is reduced on

factors such as selection of shortest path to reach destination. Data sync is better with distributed directories compared

to synchronization from individual cores level. In this paper, we propose distributed directories based architecture with

wireless routers to overcome centralized directory limitations such as reducing communication delay, hop count, and power

consumption. 

Section 2 summarizes related published articles. In Section 3 , the proposed distributed directories based multicore archi-

tecture with wireless routers is introduced. In Section 4 , the experimental details are described. In Section 5 , experimental

results and related discussions are presented. In Section 6 , the conclusions of the work are presented. 

2. Background study 

In this section, we discuss some popular network topologies used in WNoC to reduce the performance bottleneck that

may reduce the data throughput, and scalability. We also consider the issues of cache coherence that lead to complication

of data exchange between cores, and how a Stanford DASH architecture will address the coherence using customized MESI

protocol. 

2.1. Popular network topologies 

Mostly, the multicore architectures are designed to enhance the performance by utilizing several cores for multiple tasks

in parallel. However, the communication between cores is the most influenced consideration to reduce the performance

bottlenecks such as latency, power consumption, area, and throughput. The popular interconnect topologies that are em-

ployed in NoC architectures are bus, ring, crossbar, and mesh. Photonic integrated NoC overcome the bandwidth barriers in

traditional or electronic NoC. In photonic integrated NoC, bus topology has high latency when compared to ring topology

for higher loads. Even though the bus topology provides the shortest path, it requires additional transceivers which in-

creases cost and power consumption. Unidirectional ring topology provide better scheduling performance but requires more

wavelength and large packet length [20] . Bit error rate is slightly more in bus topology when compared to ring topology.

However, the performance of bus and ring topologies is worst for concurrent transmissions of same wavelength that can

cause cross talk [21] . Modular decoupled cross bar architecture is efficient for area and power consumption but has power

gating, excessive wiring, and performance issues based on workload [22] . Mesh is a popular network topology for multicore

architectures that can handle high volume traffic. In a 2D (two-dimensional) mesh network, all cores are connected in a

crossbar connection. Mesh topology is introduced in NoC because of its simplicity and scalability. Sparse mesh interconnects

are advanced to traditional mesh solving bandwidth and performance issues in high traffic. However, the concentrated-

sparse mesh network latency is higher for low traffic workloads [9] . Even though, the mesh has better advantages compared

to bus, ring, and crossbar topologies, the issues of bandwidth and inadequate performance yet to be addressed. 

Nowadays, the cores are increasing tremendously on a single chip and so it is essential to reduce the wired connects.

Wired connects brings several issues such as latency, area, and traffic between the cores. Therefore, the adaption of wireless

interconnects plays a crucial role to address the complications of wired interconnects. A complete setup of wireless intercon-

nects is not satisfactory due to bandwidth issues and so the hybrid integration of wired and wireless interconnects typically
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Fig. 1. WNoC-CD with wireless routers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

plays an upper hand topology. Traditional WNoC architecture, which is designed on top of traditional mesh topology can

handle the issues of network congestion and power consumption. 

2.2. WNoC architecture 

Multiple processor cores are integrated on a single chip that leads to Chip Multiprocessor Network-on-Chip (CMP NoC).

We considered a 2D WNoC that has 36-cores, which is divided into 4 subnets and each subnet has 9-cores. When compared

to 2D, the 3D (three-dimensional) NoCs have advantages from 3D integrated circuits (ICs) and NoCs thereby, providing

improvements in latency and power consumption [23] . However, 3D NoCs have shortcomings such as thermal stability,

failure of concurrent communication in third dimension, and high chances of contention and blocking [24] . 

To overcome the scalability issues, considering the 3D NoC shortcomings hybrid communication on 2D NoC that has

wired and wireless interconnects is preferred. In WNoC architecture, network based processor array (NePA) is the primary

component which takes care of data transfer processing and routing between cores. Each core in WNoC is a processing

element (PE) that has network interface (NI), and a router. Each PE has its own execution unit, program memory, and

processing core that takes the responsibility in accomplishing the data transfer between the cores. NI allows the cores

connected to the network to exchange data or any other information. NI sends the commands to router through internal

port, after receiving the instructions from PE. Each router has 4 links, that is East, West, North, and South. Router directs the

packets based on the address of destination and is directly connected to its 4 neighbor cores through links. The router job

of each core is to send the packets to its neighbor core only, and thus it is the responsibility of each router to forward the

data between neighboring routers. However, the control on packets from source to destination is managed by NePA using

adaptive XY routing algorithm. If the ports or routers are busy, then the algorithm uses buffer utilization technique and

selects an alternative path without adding the latency or waiting in a queue. 

2.3. WNoC with centralized directory 

Wireless routers are capable of transferring packets via wired as well as wireless interconnects. In WNoC-CD, every

subnet center core (say, core-4) is a hybrid router that has wired links to its directly connected subnet cores and wireless

links to other wireless routers in different subnets. Therefore, WNoC-CD is capable of transferring packets through wired

and wireless links and is shown in Fig. 1 [13] . The centralized directory updates data for every change in subnets and tracks

the network traffic [25] . In WNoC-CD, processing cores are divided into various subnets which have one wireless router

responsible for providing wireless communication for the other subnets. Each subnet has address in X value and Y value.

The address is like the coordinates representation in a XY graph. For example, from the origin of subnet (0, 0.x): ‘0’ indicates

zero point on X-axis, and from ‘0.x’, ‘0’ represents the zero point on Y-axis; x indicates the specific core in that subnet, which

have 9 cores (numbered as, 0 to 8). 

The directory is centralized and keeps track of each subnet using customized MESI protocol. The MESI protocol [26] helps

in reducing the cache coherence by updating the status, for the changes occurred in cores through directory to other cores.

The features of addressing a specific core in a network helps WNoC-CD provide much faster routing decisions as well as

a scalable hierarchical system. In short, it’s a hybrid combination of WNoC and DASH architectures. The DASH architecture
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Fig. 2. Proposed architecture with distributed directories and wireless routers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

enhances the performance in shared memory where the cores are combined into a cluster and work together to accom-

plish the given job [27,28] . To save the bandwidth and reduce broadcasting issues of traditional NoC, the DASH architecture

uses message passing technique to communicate between cluster to cluster communication. The minimal adaptive routing

algorithm delivers shortest path and the directory maintains data sync among the subnets. 

3. Proposed distributed directories for WNoC 

To improvise the performance of WNoC architecture, distributed directories are introduced into this work that can man-

age data sync of all subnets, also maintaining minimal routing path, which in further allows faster execution with minimal

energy. The proposed architecture is a hybrid combination of the traditional WNoC with distributed directories and DASH

architecture. The major goal of the proposed multicore architecture is to reduce the communication delay among the cores

by decreasing the number of hops required to travel from a source node to a destination node using the distributed di-

rectories and wireless routers. The key design considerations include: Partitioning cores into subnets, designing directories,

directories working principle, and communication between in and out-subnets using directories. The major advantage of the

distributed directories is performing the data sync by broadcasting the updates to all other directories without any waiting

time, unlike centralized directory. 

3.1. Partitioning cores into subnets 

Considering the WNoC and DASH architectures, the proposed architecture divides the cores on the die into clusters,

called subnets, as shown in Fig. 2 . In every subnet, Core-4 in Fig. 2 contains a wireless router and a directory. Considering a

6 × 6 mesh topology, the cores are structured into 3 × 3-core subnets, forming four quadrants. The dotted line represents the

wireless connections with the other subnets center core and they are connected to one another. Each center core is designed

with a wireless router and a directory, which is introduced as the proposed directory. All the cores inside a subnet are local

to the subnet and the cores outside of a subnet are remote cores for that subnet. A source core places its request for the

data on the bus and if the data is not found among the caches of all the cores in the subnet, then a request is sent by its

subnet wireless router with directory to the subnet destination directory for the requested block of data. The directory has

enough memory to fetch the data between cores and they are responsible for the synchronization of data without indulging

the cores, and thus the cores are relaxed. 

3.2. Designing distributed directories 

The directory contains the information of all other subnets that includes data sync, minimal routing path. The directory

is integrated with wireless router in the central core (Core-4) of each subnet. The proposed architecture has distributed

directories, where all directories are identical with equal priority. Each core is having its own cache, and when it requires

any data then it tries to pull from the cache. If the cache is not having the required data then it sends a request to its subnet

directory. The request from an individual core is random and the directory function is dynamic to handle the requests. The
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Table 1 

System parameters. 

System parameters Relevant value 

Cache size/core 1 KB 

Each cache block size 128 Bytes 

Number of cache blocks/core 8 

Number of entries/ 9-core 81 

Number of entries/ 36-core 324 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cache size of each core is split into cache block/cache line. When the directory receives the request from core for data, then

the directory check the block individually which is defined as entry. The status of every subnet before and after the requests

of data with-in or out of subnets is controlled and monitored by the directory. The number of entries required for a request

depends on the cache size and block size. The parameters for a cache size, block size, number of entries is listed in Table 1 .

3.3. Working principle of distributed directories 

With the design of distributed directories, the pressure of accomplishing tasks on each directory is reduced unlike cen-

tralized directory. In the proposed system, customized MESI protocol is used. The directories with the help of customized

MESI protocol can sync data or exchange information between directories. The directories will take care of data synchro-

nization and thus the local cores of every subnet are free from the role of synchronization. Each directory is responsible to

update their individual status and data sync information to other directories. The cores are responsible to send the infor-

mation to neighbors only, which are one hop distance. Whenever, the information reaches the directory, then the directory

performs the necessary operations such as sending the data to destination core or requesting data from any selective core.

The data in and out from cores, as well as read or write data into block memory of a core is handled by the directories only.

Basically, for any task a core may read the data from another core or write the data to another core, apart from their

own core activities. The cache size of 1 KB has 8 blocks, where each block is 128 Bytes. For example, if core-5 does not find

any required data from its cache then it requests a cached block from the main memory and the details of cached block

copy is also stored in the directory. The directories are then synced to maintain data consistency. 

For any core, initially all the blocks are empty and the status is represented as ‘0’. Suppose if the data is to be fetched

from 6th block of its own subnet or another subnet, then the status of that 6th block is changed to Exclusive (E). ‘E’ repre-

sents the copy is clean and it is existed in one cache. If the same block is fetched again, then the status remains unchanged.

When the core-5 performs a write operation in a block, then the status is changed to Modified (M). ‘M’ represents the cache

copy is dirty and it is changed only in its cache. To spare other cores from the dirty copy, an Invalidate (I) copy is sent to

other cached blocks to inform the cache is not valid anymore. If any block is shared between multiple cores, then the status

is changed to Shared (S). The directory tracks the information of each core and updates other directories accordingly to get

rid of data inconsistency. 

In centralized directory based architecture, synchronization is complicated as it must put the requests from other cores

in a queue and they are updated in a serial passion. This indicates traffic congestion and demand of bandwidth with larger

capacity of directory, which makes us to think about optimizing the drawbacks of centralized directory. The proposed dis-

tributed directories use broadcasting technique to update/sync the data that resolves the drawbacks of centralized directory.

However, the proposed has slightly risen in power consumption only within subnet cases, but has reduced determining

route time and hop counts for all other subnet cases. 

3.4. In-Subnet and out-subnet communication using distributed directories 

Every communication between cores is established through its individual directory in a subnet. The communication

among cores inside a subnet follows mesh principle and so the delay in all the three architectures is uniform and they

go through the wired network. The directory is updated on every task individually. To communicate with cores in different

subnets, directory and wireless routers are used. A directory is implemented as a special powerful core and is shown in Fig.

2 (Core-4 of each subnet). The directory quickly provides information regarding the status and address of a block cached 

by cores (if any). The cores association is essential to improve communication excellence. If the destination core is physi-

cally ≤ 1 hop then the cores go through wired link and finally update the directory. As a result, the communication delay

among the cores is reduced significantly; this is because the source core gets the information about the destination core

(i.e., requested data) quickly. In this work, we evaluate the performance of each architecture by calculating the communica-

tion delay, hop count, and power consumption. The time taken for the packets transmitted from source to destination node

is described as communication delay. Intermediate cores lead to minimum delay whereas the destination node results in

large delay due to the packet processing. The total hop count of any task between source to destination node is evaluated

by summing the hops for communication setup (forward path, return path), and hops for fetching data from destination to

source node. Power consumption is calculated by determining the routes, identifying wired and wireless links, subnets or

core average networks based on the architecture, number of directories involved in accomplishing the task. 
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Table 2 

Assumptions for calculating hop count and communication delay. 

Parameters Relevant value 

Packet length 64 bit 

Heaer flit size 8 Bytes 

Entire Packet size 80 Bytes 

Delay due to intermediate cores 4 units 

Delay due to destination core 40 units 

Delay between directly connected cores 1 unit 

Delay between wireless router cores 1 unit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Experimental details 

The proposed WNoC architecture with distributed directories is evaluated and compared with traditional mesh and

WNoC-CD architectures. To model and simulate our proposed system, we use VisualSim Architect 15 tool [29] . The tool is

popular for designing computation systems, which provides the flexibility of modeling and simulating customized designs.

The tool is efficient to analyze performance trade-offs between various architectures using bandwidth utilization, communi-

cation delay, routing metrics, and power consumption. 

4.1. Assumptions 

The characteristics of all three architectures with wired communication are assumed as of unique behavior. WNoC-CD

and WNoC-DDs architectures are basically built on top of traditional mesh architectures. However, there are few changes

in determining the routes and fetching data between cores. We considered 6 × 6 cores layout as common for all the three

architectures. The performance of architectures can be compared by providing a common workload and it is generated by

VisualSim Architect 15. The data exchange between cores is in the form of packets. The proposed system uses wormhole

packet switching to transfer data between cores that requires less buffer size and less silicon area which eventually reduces

power consumption. To reduce the buffer size, each packet is divided into flow control units commonly known as flits. Each

packet has a header flit, payload/data flit, and tai flit. The header flit reserves the buffer and routes other flits to reach

the destination core by using virtual channels. The tail flit of each packet terminates the reserved buffer and thus allowing

other flits to use that buffer. In few tasks, the number of cores between source and destination can be multiple and they

are specified as intermediate cores. The intermediate cores do not process the whole packet, instead they consider only

the header flit to confirm the core address and then forwards to other core if the address is not matched to its core. In

this way, the delay due to intermediate cores can be reduced compared to destination core. However, the destination core

should process the whole packet received in flits and so the delay is larger compared to intermediate cores. In the proposed

system, distributed directories are introduced and so the directory update is essential to maintain data synchronization. The

assumptions for calculating hop count and communication latency are listed in Table 2 . 

4.2. Tasks at hand 

There are many possible ways of communication between cores in a 36-core architecture. Each possible communication

for data exchange between nodes is considered as task. In this work, we examined different tasks that has in-subnet and

out-subnet scenarios. To observe the performance of three architectures in worst and best conditions, random sequence of

events as tasks is generated. Tasks 1 to 20 covers the out-subnet scenarios as well as Tasks 21 to 25 includes in-subnet

scenarios. VisualSim Architect 15 generates the workload sequentially that covers the random requests of subnets and it is

illustrated in Table 3 . 

4.3. Determining route between source and destination nodes 

In all the three architectures, the cores communicate and perform read/write operations as required. The source core will

reach the destination by following the routing technique which depends on its architecture. Adaptive XY routing algorithm

is used in all the three architectures we considered. As we discussed before, the communication between cores depends on

the type of interconnect topology and so the data transfer time varies with respect to its pattern or layout. For example,

the mesh architecture uses multicasting technique to communicate between cores. In mesh architecture, the source core

will check the status (busy/idle) of destination by sending a request signal. The destination core will acknowledge its status

to source core. The total time/path taken for request and acknowledge is considered as communication setup time, which

is avoided in WNoC directory architectures. The directory is a coprocessor that has control logic, data storage, and linked

to router that has wired and wireless capability. In mesh architecture, communication delay increases as the number of

intermediate cores increases, and thus the power consumption also increases. The directory overcomes the delay, as they

follow a route on subnet basis with the introduction of wireless routers. However, centralized directory architecture need

more hops than proposed WNoC-DDs. The introduction of individual directories in each subnet improves the performance
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Table 3 

Source and destination nodes for different communication tasks. 

Different scenarios Source Node (S) Destination Node (D) Subnet Location 

Task 1 Core (0, 0.0) Core (1, 1.8) Different 

Task 2 Core (0, 0.4) Core (1, 1.4) Different 

Task 3 Core (0, 0.7) Core (1, 0.1) Different 

Task 4 Core (0, 0.3) Core (0, 1.5) Different 

Task 5 Core (1, 0.5) Core (0, 1.2) Different 

Task 6 Core (1, 0.7) Core (0, 1.5) Different 

Task 7 Core (0, 1.0) Core (1, 0.0) Different 

Task 8 Core (0, 0.8) Core (1, 1.6) Different 

Task 9 Core (0, 0.7) Core (0, 1.1) Different 

Task 10 Core (1, 1.5) Core (1, 0.2) Different 

Task 11 Core (0, 1.3) Core (0, 0.1) Different 

Task 12 Core (0, 1.4) Core (1, 0.6) Different 

Task 13 Core (1, 0.1) Core (1, 1.1) Different 

Task 14 Core (1, 1.2) Core (0, 0.8) Different 

Task 15 Core (1, 0.6) Core (0, 1.2) Different 

Task 16 Core (1, 0.4) Core (0, 1.7) Different 

Task 17 Core (1, 1.3) Core (0, 1.3) Different 

Task 18 Core (0, 1.2) Core (1, 1.0) Different 

Task 19 Core (0, 0.1) Core (1, 0.7) Different 

Task 20 Core (1, 0.2) Core (0, 1.6) Different 

Task 21 Core (0, 0.6) Core (0, 0.5) Same 

Task 22 Core (1, 0.7) Core (1, 0.8) Same 

Task 23 Core (0, 1.4) Core (0, 1.2) Same 

Task 24 Core (1, 1.6) Core (1, 1.2) Same 

Task 25 Core (0, 1.7) Core (0, 1.1) Same 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of proposed WNoC-DDs architecture. If the destination is only one hop distance, then all the networks behave as mesh and

thus have the same communication delay. However, the routing path to communicate within the subnet is same and so the

delay is also unique for all three architectures. In most scenarios, the proposed system takes less time than the centralized

directory and mesh architectures. 

The proposed architecture is faster because the traffic for communicating between subnets is carried through directories

whereas in centralized directory based architecture, the request is from wireless routers. The directory to directory commu-

nication is more adequate and faster as they send a request in indexed search format to other. The core in each subnet will

get the required information from its own subnet directory and thus the traffic is limited to 8 cores only excluding directory

core. The directory uses a point-to-point message passing technique that minimizes the bandwidth and broadcasting issues.

The directory maintains the status of all cores (36-core) and to accomplish it every individual directory updates their subnet

activities to other subnets using customized MESI protocol. 

Let’s consider the Task 1, which involves the end-to-end distance between source and destination nodes. The information

is generally transmitted in packets that have header, payload and trailer. Here the header size, say 8 bytes and the whole

packet is 80 bytes. Therefore, if the delay due to an intermediate core is 4 units, the delay caused due to a destination

core is assumed to be 40 units. The intermediate cores check only the header flit and so each intermediate core causes

4 units of delay. In mesh, for the end-to-end task, they are 9 intermediate cores and one destination core excluding source

core. So, delay due to 9 intermediate cores will be 36 (4 ∗9 = 36) units and the destination core takes 40 units, which will

make the total as 76 units. In WNoC-CD, the centralized directory is considered as destination core. So, in the task, it has

2 intermediate cores and 1 destination core (centralized directory) involved. In detail, delay due to intermediate cores is

8(4 ∗2 = 8) units and the destination core takes 40 units, which will make the total as 48 units. In the proposed WNoC-DDs,

the individual directory is considered as destination. So, in the task, it has only one intermediate core that takes 4 units and

one destination (directory) core that takes 40 units, which will make the total as 44 units. 

4.4. Hop count 

The link between two cores is determined as one hop distance. WNoC with centralized and distributed architectures are

built on top of mesh architecture, the hop count (HC) is only one when the connected links between source and destination

is only one. The number of hops between source and destination differs according to task and the topology followed by

the architecture to communicate between subnets or in its own subnet. To calculate the communication delay cores are

considered, whereas the hop count considers the number of links that is hops involved in that communication. For all the

three architectures, the total number of hops is represented as ‘H T ’ . In mesh architecture, the total number of hops is the

summation of communication setup path hops and data fetch path hops. Communication setup path is comprised of request

path from source (S) to destination (D), and acknowledgement path from D to S. Data fetch path is comprised of data path

from D to S, and data acknowledgement from S to D. The path from S to D and vice-versa is uniform and so it can be

represented as twice the hop count of S to D and twice the hop count of from D to S. Apart from the communication hops,
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there will be some additional hop requirements in WNoC-CD and WNoC-DDs architectures to update the directories for data

synchronization. Unlike mesh architectures, directory based architectures are free from the hops of acknowledgement and

they are reliable, efficient to manage the activities of cores. The hop count in WNoC-CD needs more hops compared to pro-

posed model for the Tasks such as 9, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24, and, 25 for updating the directory to maintain data consistency for

all above Tasks, as the network is designed with centralized directory. The proposed has the advantage of having wireless

router with individual directory to each subnet and thus avoids extra hop counts compared to WNoC-CD and mesh mul-

ticasting. For all cases, the hop count for the proposed system is smaller than that for the centralized directory and mesh

architectures. In all the three architectures, the return path is from destination to source indicates the accomplished task of

communication. 

Let’s consider Task 1, which has maximum end-to-end communication. In mesh, to communicate between source and

destination core it has 10 intermediate hops. Usually in mesh, it should get an acknowledgement to send any information.

So, it has double path for source and destination which makes 20 hop count. Similarly, to acknowledge the information is

completely received from destination to source is also double which makes 20 hop count and so in total it takes 40 hop

count. In WNoC-CD the request to fetch data is up to centralized directory that is 3 hops and then the return path is from

destination to source core that is 6 hops which makes the total as 9 hops. In the proposed WNoC-DDs, the request to fetch

data is to its individual directory only as the directories are synced that takes 2 hops and then the return path is 5 hops

which makes the total as 7 hops. 

4.5. Power consumption 

Power consumption is one of the major factors that designers consider making the system performance better. For all

the three architectures, power consumption for each task is evaluated. To calculate power consumption, primarily we must

identify the wired cores, wireless routers, wired and wireless links, directories etc. involved in a task. In general, the wireless

links consume more power than wired but it is least considered disadvantage as the wireless interconnects improve scal-

ability [30–33] . In all the three architectures, adaptive XY routing algorithm is used but the power consumption may vary

when compared to other as the interconnect topology plays a vital role in establishing communication between source and

destination. Previously, it is explained that in mesh architectures it must check the destination core is idle/busy and then

only it can fetch the data. Let’s consider Task 1 ((0,0.0) - (1,1.8)) for calculating the power consumption in mesh architecture.

The total power (P tot ) consumption is the summation of P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 . The task includes the power consumption from S to

D as P 1 which includes wired links and cores, similarly power consumption from D to S as P 2 , and average power of wired

links, wired cores as P 3 are considered because XY routing does not follow a single path or fixed route to reach destination.

For calculating P 1 and P 2 : P wr represents power of wired link that consumes 1 unit, N wr represents number of wired links

and in this task, it has 10 links. P cwr represents power of wired core that consumes 3 units, N cwr represents number of

wired cores and in this task, it has 11 cores. For calculating P 3 : P alwr represents average power of wired links that consumes

5.5 units, P canw 

represents average power of wired cores that consumes 19.5 units. The total power consumption for Task 1

is mathematically formulated and is shown below. 

In Mesh multicasting: 

P tot = P 1 + P 2 + P 3 

P 1 = ( P wr 
∗N wr ) + ( P cwr 

∗N cwr ) = ( 1 

∗10 ) + ( 3 

∗11 ) = 43 

P 2 = ( P wr 
∗N wr ) + ( P cwr 

∗N cwr ) = ( 1 

∗10 ) + ( 3 

∗11 ) = 43 

P 3 = P alwr + P canw 

= 5 . 5 + 19 . 5 = 25 

P tot = 43 + 43 + 25 = 111 

In WNoC-CD, the assumptions for wired links and cores are identical to mesh architecture, however, the average and

routing path to reach destination is different. After each task completion, the directory must be updated. The total power

consumption is the summation of power consumed from source to directory as P sdr for requesting data, and power con-

sumed by the directory as P cdr to accomplish the given task. For calculating P sdr : P awrsn represents average power consumed

by the wired links in a subnet that consumes 2.5 units; P cwr and N cwr are like mesh architecture assumptions but the num-

ber of cores vary; P cwl represents power of wireless router core that consumes 3.3 units; P wl represents power of wireless

links that consume 1.1 units. For calculating P cdr : P dr represents power of directory that consumes 6 units as it processes

additional activities when compared to regular core; P cwl represents power of wireless router and is explained above. For

in-subnet tasks, all the three tasks behave as mesh architecture and so they follow a request path and data fetch path to ac-

complish the task which may increase the power consumption for directory architectures too. The total power consumption

for Task 1 is mathematically formulated and is shown below. 

In WNoC-CD: (Out-subnet Task 1: (0,0.0) - (1,1.8)) 

P tot = P sdr + P cdr 

P sdr = P awrsn + ( P cwr 
∗N cwr ) + P cwl + P wl = 2 . 5 + ( 3 

∗2 ) + 3 . 3 + 1 . 1 = 12 . 9 

P cdr = P dr + P cwl = 6 + 3 . 3 = 9 . 3 

P tot = 12 . 9 + 9 . 3 = 22 . 2 
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In WNoC-CD: (For In-Subnet Task 21: (0,0.6) - (0,0.5)) 

P tot = P sdr + P ds 

P sdr = P awrsn + ( P cwr 
∗N cwr ) + P cwl + P wl = 2 . 5 + ( 3 

∗3 ) + 3 . 3 + 1 . 1 = 15 . 9 

P ds = P awrsn + ( P cwr 
∗N cwr ) + P cwl = 2 . 5 + ( 3 

∗3 ) + 3 . 3 = 14 . 8 

P tot = P sdr + P ds = 15 . 9 + 14 . 8 = 30 . 7 

In proposed WNoC-DDs architecture, the introduction of individual directory in every subnet, makes the data update

sync easy and reduces hop count as well as traffic compared to centralized directory. Like in centralized directory, the

proposed system must update the directory for every task. However, the hop count in proposed architecture is reduced

when compared to centralized directory and mesh architectures. The total power consumption is represented by P sdd ; P ddr 

is like P dr in centralized directory that consumes 6 units of power, and is mathematically formulated as below. 

In WNoC-DDs: (Out-subnet Task 1: (0,0.0) - (1,1.8)) 

P tot = Power consumed between source and distributed directoriesrepresented as P sdd 

P sdd = P awrsn + ( P cwr 
∗N cwr ) + P ddr + 3 ( P wl ) = 2 . 5 + ( 3 

∗1 ) + 6 + 3 ( 1 . 1 ) = 14 . 8 

P tot = 14 . 8 

In WNoC-DDs: (For In-Subnet Task 21: (0,0.6) - (0,0.5)) 

P tot = P sdd + P dsddr 

P sdd = P awrsn + ( P cwr 
∗N cwr ) + P ddr + 3 ( P wl ) = 2 . 5 + ( 3 

∗3 ) + 6 + 3 ( 1 . 1 ) = 20 . 8 

P dsddr = P awrsn + ( P cwr 
∗N cwr ) + P ddr = 2 . 5 + ( 3 

∗3 ) + 6 = 17 . 5 

P tot = P sdd + P dsddr = 20 . 8 + 17 . 5 = 38 . 3 

For in-subnet tasks such as Tasks 21 to 25, the proposed architecture consumes more power when compared to WNoC-

CD due to the introduction of individual directory in each subnet. However, on average the hop count is less compared to

WNoC-CD and mesh architectures. For the tasks inside subnet, the three architectures must acknowledge back from desti-

nation to source with data and thus they consume more power compared to outside subnet tasks. For in-subnet tasks, the

proposed WNoC-DDs behaves just like a mesh architecture; however, additional power is required to operate the directories.

For out-subnet Tasks 1 to 20, the hop count is drastically reduced compared to other architectures. Thus, we can say the

proposed architecture improves the better performance with reduced power consumption on average. 

4.6. Average of parameters in percentage 

The performance of each parameter such as communication delay, hop count, and power consumption are derived from

the three architectures by providing 25 different tasks as workload. The tasks are considered with the scenarios, that has

minimum length to maximum length between nodes. The performance of tasks can be observed individually as task wise

for communication delay, hop count, and power consumption. However, the overall performance such as average calculation

of each parameter gives precise statistics, whether to consider the new proposed architecture is beneficial compared to the

other architectures. To find the decrease or improved performance of any parameter, the total column of each architecture

is summed initially. The summed column of proposed architecture is subtracted from other architectures individually and

finds the reduced difference. 

To find the average in percentage, the ratio of reduced difference (proposed architecture subtracted from other architec-

ture) to other individual architecture summed column, and then multiplied by 100. Mathematically, it can be represented

as follows: 

For calculating average of parameters compared to mesh in % = 

∑ n =25 
i =1 P arameter of Mesh − ∑ n =25 

i =1 P arameter of P roposed 
∑ n =25 

i =1 P arameter of Mesh 

X 100 (1) 

For calculating average of parameters compared to WNoC-CD in % = 

∑ n =25 
i =1 P arameter of W NoC with CD − ∑ n =25 

i =1 P arameter of P roposed 
∑ n =25 

i =1 P arameter of W NoC with CD 

X 100 (2) 

Using Eqs. (1) and (2) , the average of all parameters in percentage are calculated and therefore the results can be quan-

tified in terms of improved performance. If we know the average, the performance of proposed can be estimated by consid-

ering the worst and best scenarios. 

5. Results and discussion 

Experimental results of all the three architectures are discussed in this section. The performance comparison of commu-

nication delay, hop count and power consumption for each individual task is illustrated in Tables 4–6 . Table 4 represents

the communication delay for all architectures. When the source to destination is directly connected or with no intermediate
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Table 4 

Communication delay for three different architectures. 

Table 5 

Hop counts for three different architectures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cores, and in-subnet Tasks such as 21 to 25 the communication delay is identical in all architectures as they basically exhibit

the function of mesh architecture. Tasks such as 9 and 18 with no intermediate cores behave as mesh and so the delay is

similar. For the tasks, where all the three architectures behave as mesh are highlighted in Table 4 . 

The average communication delay for all 25 tasks is calculated by using Eqs. (1) and (2) , and is shown in Fig. 3 . From

the average of all workload, it can be noticed that the proposed architecture reduces the communication delay up to 20.54%

and 5.40% when compared to mesh and WNoC-CD architectures respectively. 

Table 5 illustrates the hop count of all the three architectures. When the hop distance is one between two cores, or

when the core is directly connected to a core then the hop count is identical in all architectures as they basically exhibit
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Table 6 

Power consumption for three different architectures. 

Fig. 3. Average communication delay for different architectures. 
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Fig. 4. Average hop count for different architectures. 

Fig. 5. Average power consumption for different architectures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the function of mesh architecture. One hop count tasks are highlighted in Table 5 . WNoC-CD needs extra hops (based on

task) to update the centralized directory for maintaining data sync. 

The average hop count for all 25 tasks is calculated by using Eqs. (1) and (2) , and is shown in Fig. 4 . From the average of

all workload, it can be noticed that the proposed architecture reduces the hop count to 73.11% and 29.19% when compared

to mesh and WNoC-CD architectures respectively. 

Table 6 illustrates the power consumption of all the three architectures. The results prove that the introduction of indi-

vidual directory in proposed architecture reduces the power consumption significantly. 

The individual directory in proposed architecture skips the excessive hops, cores when compared to mesh and WNoC-CD

architectures. WNoC-CD needs extra hops (based on task) to update the centralized directory for maintaining data sync. The

data synchronization is faster when compared to WNoC-CD and it promises the distributed directories layout can also reduce

scalability issues. The traffic is better controlled when compared to other architectures. However, the power consumption

for in-subnet tasks escalated due to the individual directory for a subnet. Generally, the directory consumes twice the power

of a regular core, which is 6 unit. For quick observation, in-subnet Tasks 21 to 25 are highlighted in Table 6 . 

Fig. 5 illustrates the average power consumption for all 25 tasks and is calculated by using Eqs. (1) and (2) . From the

average of all workload, it can be noticed that the proposed architecture reduces the power consumption up to 73.56% and

19.97% when compared to mesh and WNoC-CD architectures respectively. The proposed broadcasts the accomplished task

information to other subnets for maintaining the data sync among directories/subnets. The proposed distributed directories

(P ddr ) take less hops, and less nodes involved in accomplishing a task, than a centralized directory (P cdr ) because of directory

sync in each subnet. 

6. Conclusions 

Performance of modern Network-on-Chip architectures depends on communication latency, hop count, and power con-

sumption. If the communication setup-time is quick, then the system performance should be better. In this work, we intro-

duce a WNoC architecture with distributed directories (WNoC-DDs) to improve the performance to power ratio. A directory

allows the tasks to execute faster by providing adaptive minimal routing path to reach the destination node. VisualSim Ar-

chitect is used to model and simulate the architectures by using synthetic workload. It is observed that the distributed direc-

tories significantly improve the performance of WNoC architecture, which supports the adaptability of WNoC-DDs to larger

networks. The experimental results suggest that the proposed WNoC-DDs architecture improves the overall performance.

The improvement in the proposed architecture is majorly due to the introduction of directories and their predominant ser-

vices to their subnets. In WNoC-CD, the directory handles all cores to maintain efficient communication and the traffic is

larger as the tasks completion is sequential. In the proposed WNoC-DDs, individual subnets can operate simultaneously if/as

the cores acquire the required data from its own subnet. As the individual directory maintains/tracks the status of other
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directories, it would take less time for processing without or any further queries for the required data. Finally, each of the

distributed directories can control substantial number of cores compared to centralized directory. 

The 3D NoC architecture has advantages such as stacking multiple active layers, low power dissipation, and reduced hop

count. However, temperature concerns due to high power density and heavier switching are the major challenging issues.

We plan to investigate the impact of combining 3D routers with 3D processor architectures in our next endeavor. 
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